
Neerja Modi School
Our newsletter celebrates the key achievements of our students
and highlights the various activities going on around the school

Newsletter for the month of January 2018



Republic Day Celebration
Grade
Pre- 

Primary

The Pre- Primary children celebrated Republic Day on January 25, 2018 
with great zeal and exuberance. They came dressed to school in 
Tricolour outfits. The students enthusiastically sang patriotic songs, 
spoke about the national symbols, monuments and leaders. The 
children had an interactive and inspiring day full of patriotic fun.



Field Trip
Grade

Nursery

A field trip to the Bird Park was organized for the Nursery students 
on January 17, 2018. Children visited and learned about different 
birds. The children were excited to see different birds.



Show & Tell Activity
Grade

Nursery

A show and tell activity was conducted for Nursery class on January 
22, 2018 where children brought their favourite bird and spoke a few 
lines about it.



Cooking Activity
Grade

Nursery

As the follow up of the theme Insects, Nursery children made edible 
spiders using Oreo biscuits, gems and chocolate icing on January 30, 
2018. They relished the edible spiders they had made.



Cooking Activity
Grade
Jr. Kg

Jr.Kg children made chocolate balls on January 23, 2018. They relished 
the chocolate balls they had made.



Class Activity Grade
I

A class activity based on poster making was conducted in the week 
from 15 to 22 January, 2018 for Grade I. The topics for the activity 
were ‘Save Water/River’ and ‘Pollution Free Bharat’. The children 
came out with beautifully illustrated posters and slogans on saving 
water and water pollution.



Field Trip Grade
I

A field trip to Man Sagar Lake for Grade I was organized on 18 
January, 2018. The purpose of the field trip was to introduce the 
children to Man Sagar lake as one of the famous water body in the 
city. The trip provided practical knowledge on the ongoing topic of 
sources of water. The children saw Jal Mahal and Nahargarh Hills 
surrounding the lake. Our little bird watchers also enjoyed watching a 
variety of migratory birds at the lake. The children also witnessed 
how the people while feeding the fish in the lake had polluted it with 
plastic bags, bottles, et cetera. Awareness about water pollution and 
conservation of heritage properties and water bodies was imparted. It 
was a fun fi l led and informative day for the children.
 





Special Assembly Grade
I

The students of Grade I-E presented a special assembly on 22 
January, 2018 based on the theme of Basant Panchami. The students 
presented a small skit based on the story of Basant Panchami and 
shared the different reasons and characteristics associated with this 
festival. The importance of Goddess Saraswati was discussed, the 
children shared the many names the Goddess is also famously know 
as. The assembly concluded with a dance presentation on Saraswati 
Vandana by the girls and the reciting of the Saraswati aarti by the 

 

class.



Special Assembly Grade
1

Students of 1C presented a special 
assembly on the harvest festival. 
They dressed up in colourful 
outfits and presented skits and 
dances highlighting the importance 

of the harvest festivals. 



Role Play Activity Grade
I

Role play activity for Grade I was conducted on January, 27th 2018. 
The children dressed up as any character of a story or as any Indian 
leader and spoke a few lines on the same. The presentation lasted for 
at least a minute and children showcased confident speaking skills 
and presented their character by dressing up accordingly and carrying 

relevant objects to make it interesting.



Club Activity Grade
I

The fifth club activity of the session for Grade I was held on January 
27, 2018. The theme of the club was winters. The creative club had 
their activity on the fun and distinctive way of making the snowman 
using a sock. Creative club made sure that all the kids are into it and 
enhanced their time with the snowman that they made. In the science 
and math club the children conducted experiments to show that light 
moves in a straight line using a torch, shoe box and 3 square 
cardboard pieces. They also learnt how to turn two circles into one 
square using paper, tape and scissors. The life skill club started with a 
rhyme on winters and a small introduction on seasons. Children were 
guided on how to take care in winters - what to wear and what to eat 
in winters. A colouring sheet on the same was done in the class. In 
speech and debate club the activity began with the discussion about 
different leaders. It was then followed by the declamation. Each child 
was called to give their presentation which was the excerpt of their 
favourite leader's speech. Some of them were even dressed 
accordingly. They spoke with a lot of confidence & energy. The 
children were shown pictures and glimpse of speeches by famous 
leaders. The cookery club turned out to be a real fun activity for kids 
and teachers alike. Teachers helped kids in making yummy 
snowman cup cake and healthy fruit chat. The focus of the cookery 
class was to teach kids to prepare healthy and delicious food in a fun 

The literary club started with the children watching a listening to a 
story on the smart board. The children then discussed about the many 

environment.



activities, foods, clothes and weather conditions in winter season. A 
worksheet based on the same was done. 



 Aayo Kahani Sunaye Saptah Grade
I

Aayo Kahani Sunaye Saptah was conducted from 15 January to 19 
January, 2018. The children presented amazing stories throughout the 
week. Many story tellers made an initiative to dress up as certain 
characters for their narration and many brought props for their 
presentation. Story telling helped the children showcase their 
upgraded Hindi Speaking skills. It was a fun filled week.
 





Story Telling Activity Grade
II

Grade II organized ‘Aao Kahani Sunao Saptah’ for its students in 
January. Children took on the roles of story tellers by narrating folk 
tales, and other moral based stories using different techniques of 
narration and props. It was a confidence building activity for the kids 

 
which they enjoyed throughout the week.



Educational Field Trip Grade
II

Grade II went on an educational field trip to Albert Hall Museum on 
Friday, January 19, 2018. The pieces on display included garments, 
jewellery, blue pottery items, miniature paintings, weapons and other 
antique specimens from Rajasthan and other countries. Students were 
excited to see an Egyptian Mummy and other priced artifacts from 
Egyptian display. The trip was concluded with a fascinating puppet 

 

show.



Special Assembly Grade
II

Grade II basked in the glory of Republic Day when II G presented a 
special assembly on the occasion. The students enlightened their 
audience with the importance of ‘The Constitution of India’ and its 
fundamental rights and duties. They called for everyone’s 
appreciation with a thought-provoking silent skit on ‘Unity in 
Diversity’ and an inspirational dance performance on women 
empowerment. The assembly culminated with a strong message of 
‘Tum chalo to Hindustan chale’ which evoked the patriot in our hearts.

 



Poster Making Activity Grade
II

Students of Grade II earnestly participated in the Poster Making 
Activity organised to celebrate Republic Day. They expressed their 
views on the topics- ‘Save Animals’ and ‘Swachh Bharat’ through their 
art and attractive slogans. It was an exciting opportunity for them to 
engage in creativity and bring awareness on crucial issues.





Field Trip Grade
2

Grade 2 went for a Field Trip on 22 January to Jaipur Zoo .The 
students were thrilled to explore the zoo and made observations about 
the animals and garnered lot of information’s about their habitats, 

features and behaviour.



Club Activity Grade
II

The fifth club activity for Grade II was held on Saturday, January 27, 
2018. The theme for the club was ‘Winters’. All the activities were 
organised by the different clubs keeping in mind the weather like 
preparing fresh fruit cream cookies and Appy Frooty drink to have on 
a winter afternoon, crafting a penguin with old plastic bottles and 
cotton or making a snowflake from ice cream sticks, learning table 
manners and proper use of cutlery on a dining table for a family 
dinner, creating a poem using winter vocabulary, experimenting with 
hot and cold water, recounting events of winter vacations and 
making a resolution for the new year. In all, the day brightened up 
everyone’s mood in the gloomy weather and was full of learning and 
enjoyment.



Aao Kahani Sunao Pratiyogita Grade
1 & 2

Students of Grade 1 & 2 narrated many interesting stories 
enthusiastically using small props. Each story taught had a message to 
embrace. it was indeed a very entertaining week and all students tried 
to outdo the other in their mannerism and effort.



Field Trip Grade
3

Grade 3 field trip- Gulab Chand 
“Field trips enable teachers to create many authentic, experiential 
experiences for students. These spatial memories are embedded in the 
brain and need no rehearsal“.
So aptly quoted by Fogarty. 
Grade 3 went for a field trip on January 30, Tuesday, 2018. The kids 
visited the block printing and sewing unit of Gulab Chand situated at 
RICCO Industrial area, Jaipur. 
The kids got to learn by closely observing the block printing unit first, 
where they learnt how a cloth is block printed. They also learnt that in 
order to have a final cloth ready, it involves a number of steps; like 
design preparation, the colour scheme, get 5-6 hand made blocks, to 
complete one design, etc. They also visited the stitching unit there. It 
was interesting to see an electronic cutter cutting 50 layers of clothes 
at one time. They even got a chance to see how are clothes sewn into a 
ready garment. The kids extended their gratitude by giving a thank 
you card. 



Art Exhibition
Grade
III - V

Art Exhibition displaying works of Grade III to V students was a 
treat to eyes on January 20, 2018. Each child's work in a way was a 
culmination of their effort to achieve freedom of artistic excellence.



Advertisement Making Activity Grade
4

S t u d e n t s  o f  G r a d e  4  m a d e  i n t e r e s t i n g 
advertisements in Hindi of various day to day 
items. They expressed through interesting captions, 
catchy slogans and illustration. Each entry was 
oozing of originality and creativity. 



Vocal Music Presentation of Grade V was a delight where each section 
in groups presented bhajans.

Vocal Music Competition Grade
V



Champions league Grade
V & VI

Champions League for Grade V & VI students was scheduled on 
Saturday , January 27, 2018.In cold winter months, children were all 
set to keep their bodies fit and active .Participation in team  and 
individuals games shot up  the adrenalin of all sports stars exhibiting 

 

their excitement.  







Picnic
Grade

V

Grade V students had a ball at “APPU GHAR” on January 30, 2018.
where they went for a class picnic along with their teachers. It was 
just a perfect combination of activities, adventure sports, food and 

festivities.





Sport Achievement

NMS girls Basketball team wins the 2 days C.M Talent Search 
Championship.
  

 



The Game of Trades competition organized by the Global College for 
Entrepreneurship and Commerce took place on 15th February. The 
competition saw the participation of over 15 teams from schools 
across Jaipur. Both the first and second awards were bagged by teams 
from NMS. The first team performed incredibly despite having just 2 
members and received immense appreciation from all the people 
present. Both the members-Udhava Gupta and Ritvik Singh- were 
called onstage to explain their ingenious criteria for selecting stocks 
and sharing their takeaways from the competition. NMS achievers 
have made us proud once again.

The Game Of Trades 
Competition

Grade
XI



National Level Competition Grade
XII

Akshat Kothari and Abhimanyu Gupta have been selected for the 
Finale of Bennett Hatchery : Innovation Launchpad, a national level 
competition organised by Bennett University, 221 teams participated 
in the eliminatory round and 16 teams have been shortlisted for the 
finale to be held in Bennett University, Greater Noida.

Akshat Kothari Abhimanyu Gupta



Graduation Day- an amalgamation of both an ending and a beginning; 
a day to reminisce, a day to celebrate for the outgoing class of the year 
2017-18 a stepping stone to the future, to the world awaiting to 

The momentous ceremony began with lighting of the auspicious lamp 
by the Principal, Ma’am Indu Dubey, followed with a motivational 
speech by her that warmly congratulated our graduates on their 

The moving nostalgic valedictory speeches were delivered by Samarth 
Saraf of class XII A, Sneha Tandon of class XII G, Nikunj Dangayach 
of XII E and Sarthak Jain of XII IBDP, who took a trip down the 
memory lane and thanked the school for nurturing in them values that 
t h e y  w o u l d  c a r r y  w i t h  t h e m  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e i r  l i v e s .
With pride and enthusiasm the students walked up to the stage one by 

The students in their colourful attire and the sashes looked vibrant, yet 
with a tinge of sadness at the thought of soon leaving their Alma 
mater. The ceremony culminated with the students marching from the 
field to the school building, waving their sashes, accompanied with 
the applause by the parents and teachers present.

Graduation Day Grade
XII

welcome them with open arms.

achievements. 

one, to receive the Graduation Certificate. 







‘There’s many a word that’s spoken, that brings a tear to the eye, but 
the saddest one of all is the simplest one good bye.’
The farewell of the outgoing batch of 2017-2018 of Neerja Modi School 
was like a canvas filled with myriad emotions, from anticipation to 
excitement to laughter and cheer and yes a lot of tears. For the juniors 
their seniors would soon step out of the precincts of their alma mater 
and become –***Stars*** from students. The young ladies of Grade XII 
were all decked up in sarees and looked ever so elegant and dainty, 
and the boys in western formals looked dashing and debonair as they 
walked down the red carpet to the beat of drums. Each one of them 
agreed that their juniors had given them a day to remember, a day to 
cherish forever. The evening was filled with games and dances, 
enactments and band performances and of course the much coveted 
titles. The teachers showered them with blessing and advice. The 
farewell words of the class representatives charged everyone with 
emotions. Ma’am Indu’s blessing to them was inspirational. The cake 
cutting and scrumptious dinner added the sweet and spice to the 
evening.
The lower field was charged with nostalgia of the days spent and 
memories being made for years to come. Yes every where one could 
see selfies being taken… and promises to keep in touch being made…

NMS Farewell Grade
XII
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